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eighTeen-Year-old Chantilly, who spent 13 years in foster care in more than 20 
homes, knows exactly what she wants for her baby daughter, Chantasia: “One place to live, where 
all her stuff is, and she doesn’t have to worry about whether she’s going to be there tomorrow.”
 When Chantasia was born last year, Chantilly’s foster agency offered her a place in a group 
home for young moms and their babies. If she’d taken it, she would have been entitled to three 
more years of guaranteed support and shelter, a stipend for the baby and, most likely, money for 
college. But Chantilly was tired of living on other people’s terms. She signed herself out of foster 
care two weeks after her 18th birthday. “You become a mother,” she says, “and you want your own.”

Her own, however, has been exceedingly hard to get.
After six months of sleeping on couches and living room floors, Chantilly and Chantasia ran 

out of friends and ended up in a city homeless shelter. Since then, Chantilly’s done everything she 
could think of to get herself and her daughter out of homelessness: She earned her GED, found 
a paid internship, applied to a nursing program, and—with the help of a housing specialist at the 
shelter—got a voucher from the city that will pay rent on her own apartment for two years. 

The problem is, after six months of calling real estate agents, viewing apartments and filling 
out applications, she can’t find a landlord who’s willing to take her. “They see you’re young and you 
have a baby and you’re working at an internship,” she says. “They turn you down quick.”

No one keeps track of how many young women in the foster care system get pregnant or have 
babies, though it’s clear from scattered studies that the numbers are high. When researchers at the 
University of Chicago surveyed current and former foster youth in three Midwest states, they found 
that more than half were living with young children by age 21. The National Casey Alumni Study, 
which followed foster care alumni from 23 communities around the country, found the birth rate 
for girls in care was more than double the rate of their peers outside the system.

As with any adolescent who becomes an adult in foster care, the goal of the city’s Administra-
tion for Children’s Services (ACS) is to get young moms ready to hold down jobs, pay their own 
bills and live independent, self-sufficient lives—starting with a safe and stable place to live. By law, 
foster agencies are responsible for making sure their charges have a secure housing plan before dis-
charging them from care. 

Aging Out  
of Foster Care 
With Babies  
of Their Own
Young moms face tough odds.
by abigail kramer
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 But the reality is that pregnant and parenting foster 
youth age out into a tough city and even tougher odds. They 
live with the standard list of obstacles that face kids who be-
come adults in the system—chronically low education rates, 
poor employment histories, broken connections and rela-
tionships—added to the challenges of raising a child under 
what can be profoundly daunting conditions: young, nearly 
always single and, often, very much alone in the world. 

Twice in the last decade, ACS put numbers to a problem 
that advocates who work with young moms in the commu-
nity have long suspected: At an alarming rate, and especially 
for women with children, housing plans fall apart. 
 In 2001, ACS and the city’s Department of Homeless 
Services turned over their databases to a researcher from the 
University of Pennsylvania named Dennis Culhane. Cull-
ing through 15 years of records, Culhane was able to track 
a steady march of kids from foster care to adult homeless 
shelters: Of nearly 12,000 youth who left care at age 16 or 
older between 1988 and 1992, an average of 300 per year—
or about 12 percent—ended up in city shelters in less than 
three years. Of all the factors that increased a former foster 
youth’s likelihood of becoming homeless, being a mother 
was far and away the most predictive: women were two and 
a half times more likely to end up in shelters than men, and 
94 percent of them had children.
 Culhane’s cohort aged out in the early 1990s. In the 
nearly two decades that followed, the world of child welfare 
invested hundreds of millions of dollars to improve services 
for adolescents in care. Agencies got funding for education 
and housing specialists, whose job it was to help teens pre-
pare for successful adulthood, and some states extended the 
guarantee of shelter and support to age 21. 

By any logic, by the time Culhane’s study was published 
in 2004, outcomes for youth aging out of care should already 
have begun to look much better. But this is where the story 

takes a twist: In the fall of 2008, ACS and the Department 
of Homeless Services matched up their data once again, this 
time tracing just a two-year trajectory after young people 
left care. Despite more than a decade of institutional and 
philanthropic effort, the percentage of former foster chil-
dren entering homeless shelters in New York City has gone 
up to about 15 percent. And once again, it was young moth-
ers who were most likely to end up in need of shelter: Of the 
225 aged-out foster youth who walked through homeless 
shelter doors, more than half were women with children.

A few weeks short of her 20th birthday, Jill sits on one 
end of a sofa in a sunny east-Bronx living room, attempting 
to dissuade her 13-month-old daughter, Sarah, from taking 
a nosedive to the floor. A squirmy bundle of pink sneakers 
and ponytails, Sarah pauses to contemplate the vagaries of 
physics and maternal wisdom, chewing reflectively on the 
corner of her mother’s cell phone.
 Above their heads, an oversized bulletin board carries 
the exuberant headline: “Housing and Employment Oppor-
tunities!!!” Other than a brief list of temp agencies, it’s emp-
ty—an expansive, corkboard testament to a brutal economy, 
a city in perpetual housing crisis and life options that have 
become increasingly scarce.
 Jill and Sarah are two of the six current occupants of a 
mother-child transitional-living residence run by Inwood 
House, the agency that also operates the city’s largest foster care 
program for young women with babies. The Bronx site isn’t 
part of the foster care system: it’s funded by the Department of 
Youth and Community Development rather than ACS, and it’s 
intended to serve homeless and runaway girls between the ages 
of 16 and 21. But, like many of the city’s programs for home-
less youth, it often ends up housing kids who have left the child 
welfare system and run out of places to go.

Jill’s mom abandoned her when she was a year old. She 
was adopted soon after by a woman who beat her and a man 
who she says raped her—the first time—when she was 11. 
She went to ACS for help when she was 15, and spent most 
of the following three years chasing freedom, running away 
from group homes and sleeping in stairwells, trains and the 
beds of men she called “uncles.” 

By the time she got pregnant, at 17, she was living with 
a boyfriend who, she says, “didn’t kill me because he didn’t 
want to go to jail—he loved to beat women too much.” Her 
daughter’s father was 30 years old, already living with one of 
the mothers of his seven other kids. 
 Keneca Boyce, Inwood House’s director of program 
development, describes pregnancy as the most potentially 
transformative moment of many young women’s lives—
a juncture when girls who’ve lived with extreme levels of 
chaos can become willing to accept help and seek stabil-
ity. To Jill, Sarah’s imminent arrival meant there’d finally be 

of all the factors that 
increased a former 
foster youth’s likelihood 
of becoming homeless, 
being a mother was 
far and away the most 
predictive. 



during the last year, Cherry has 
lived with her son, eric, in three 
mother-baby group homes. 
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Over The PAST three years, the Administration for 
Children’s Services has worked with community ad-
vocates to develop a set of guidelines designed to 
provide as much stability as possible for young moth-
ers and their babies in the city’s care. While no one 
knows exactly what works—and there has been little 
national or local research defining best practices—
these common-sense guidelines, scheduled to go into 
effect by 2011, will put an end to some of the disrup-
tions that have been a routine part of the lives of 
pregnant girls:

•	 keep young parents in family settings whenever
possible: In 2011, ACS will eliminate 100 group-
home spots for pregnant and parenting girls. All
foster agencies will be expected to recruit and train
families who are willing to care for teenage girls,
even if they become pregnant, and to allow their
babies to stay with them as well.

•	 Blended model of congregate care: While more
pregnant girls will be staying with families, some
will continue to need group settings. Maternity
residences, like Inwood house, are currently licensed
to house pregnant girls but not babies. under the
new regulations, the young moms and their babies
will be allowed to stay, giving them the chance to
continue working with the same adults after they
give birth.

•	 Community connections: Agencies are expected
to help young parents connect to community
resources, such as mentoring services, that
specifically serve pregnant and parenting youth.
Young mothers may choose to participate in foster-
care-specific home-visit programs, which will pair
them up with nurses who can help them develop
parenting and other life skills.

•	 Consistent planning: ACS will provide agencies
with a checklist to use at planning conferences
for pregnant and parenting youth. The list covers
parenting-specific issues—what can be done, for
example, to support a baby’s relationship with his
or her father—as well as general issues, such as
education and job training, that can get lost in the
chaos after a young woman becomes a parent.

•	 Placing mothers and babies together: When a
young mother in foster care loses custody of her
child, foster agencies will be strongly encouraged
to consider placing the mother and child under the
legal care of the same foster parents, in the same
home, giving the young parent a chance to continue
bonding with her child and to learn effective
parenting skills. —Abigail kramer

something in her world that lasted. “I would always worry 
about what would happen if people were taken away from 
me,” she says. “This person could move away or leave or 
whatever. My daughter is somebody who’s mine.”

Seeking shelter and a measure of permanence, she went 
back to her foster agency. But when a caseworker mentioned 
the possibility of reuniting with her adoptive family, she 
panicked. Still 17, she got a lawyer through a social ser-
vice agency, emancipated herself from the system and went 
into a youth homeless shelter, which referred her to Inwood 
House. Under its contract, Inwood House was able to take 
her in for 18 months. Seventeen of them are over. In four 
weeks, she and Sarah will be back on their own. 

And that’s where Jill’s story collides with New York City 
housing policy and a two-year-and-counting budget crisis. 
In her time at Inwood House, she’s earned her GED, com-
pleted two employment certification programs and applied 
for 15 jobs, from Toys“R”Us to high school lunch rooms. 
But she hasn’t been called in to interview for any of them. 
The chances that she’ll be ready to pay rent on an apartment 
in less than a month are slim. 

Last year, the most likely long-term housing option for 
a young mom leaving a transitional residence would have 
been Section 8, a federally funded program that provides 
rental vouchers to poor families across the country. As par-
ents and as aged-out foster youth, young women with ba-
bies had priority for these vouchers, and landlords knew 
they could count on subsidies that would last indefinitely. 

But in December 2009, the New York City Housing Au-
thority placed a freeze on the program, announcing that it 
would no longer fund new vouchers and had to revoke about 
2,600 subsidies that had already been distributed. In the 
middle of a job-market meltdown, poor families lost a major 
source of housing assistance, creating a catastrophic domino 
effect for New Yorkers on the verge of, or trying to escape, 
homelessness. Pregnant and parenting foster youth were di-
verted to waiting lists for public housing units or supportive 
housing programs that were already years long. Eventually the 
2,600 vouchers were restored with city funding. But for now, 
the program is accepting no new applications.
 Without the safety net of Section 8, the best hope left 
for many young mothers aging out of foster care is the city’s 
Advantage program, a two-year rental voucher designed by 
the Bloomberg administration with the idea that shorter-
term subsidies would motivate homeless families to become 
independent faster. 
 But the Advantage program has some major drawbacks 
for young, aged-out moms. First, as Roxanne Mendoza, a resi-
dence manager at Inwood House, points out, two years is not a 
long time to become competitive on the New York City hous-
ing market, particularly for young single mothers. Second, a 
voucher isn’t an apartment: In a market as tight as the city’s, 
landlords have little incentive to rent to young mothers with 

Common Sense Help 
for Pregnant Teens
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SeveNTeeN YeArS OLd and four days shy of her due date, Cas-
sandra knows what kind of parent she doesn’t want to be. “My 
mom wasn’t there for me,” she says. “I won’t be like that. I’m not 
going to hit my baby for any stupid reasons. I’m not going to 
give him up and then call him when he’s older and then wonder 
why he doesn’t want to talk to me.”

In	15	years	of	foster	care,	Cassandra’s	cycled	through	five	
homes. The best one, she says, was where she met her boy-
friend, the nephew of her foster mother, two placements ago. 
She	was	15,	he	was	17,	and	she	says	she	knew	from	the	begin-
ning that she’d found someone who would stick around. “We 
can really count on each other,” she says.

They talked about having a baby someday, but decided to 
wait until they’d both had a chance to go to college. Then a 
period came late. Then another, and another, until a pregnancy 
test came up positive last August. “It wasn’t by choice,” she 
says, “but it kind of was, since we knew it could happen. When 
the doctor told me, I just couldn’t stop smiling, like, ‘After all 
those scares, I’m finally pregnant.’”

Barely five feet tall, with big, square glasses and a tiny voice, 
Cassandra rubs her belly as she lays out her plans for the future. 
She’s been living at the Inwood house maternity residence, a 
group home for pregnant girls, for the past six months, since her 
last foster mother told her she’d have to move out. “She always 
said, ‘If you get pregnant, that means you’re a woman. You have 
to learn to do things on your own,’” says Cassandra. She should 
have been a senior when she got here, but she had an attendance 

record full of holes, fewer than half the credits she needed to 
graduate and determination that, she says, “started to waver.”

“We see girls come in confused or overwhelmed,” says 
Claudette horry, a youth development counselor at Inwood 
house, which operates under a contract with the Administra-
tion for Children’s Services. “They might put up a wall, but if you 
push them, you’d be surprised—a baby can be a big motivation 
to do something different.”

Through Inwood house, Cassandra enrolled in a joint ged 
and hairstyling program run by the department of education, 
where she says she hasn’t missed a day in five months. her 
foster mother has agreed to take her back in after the baby is 
born, so her planning agency will send a tutor to the house to 
keep her on track for her ged until she can return to the styling 
program, receive her certification and start looking for a job. 
her baby’s father is making $14 an hour as a full-time security 
guard. he lives with his parents for now, but Cassandra’s hoping 
that, if she can find work, too, they might be able to afford a 
one-bedroom apartment in queens. 

Ideally, she’d like to go on to college and study to be a vet-
erinary technician. If she stayed in foster care until she turned 21, 
as the law provides, she would be entitled to stable housing, child 
care, basic supplies, an allowance for the baby, and would prob-
ably receive help paying for college as well. But nearly four years 
before she’s due to age out, Cassandra can’t wait to leave the 
system. “I don’t want help,” she says. “I’m going to be a mother. I 
want to do it on my own.” —Abigail kramer

sparse employment records and even sparser rental histories—
especially when they know their subsidies will run out two 
years later. Mendoza says she’s seen young moms’ vouchers ex-
pire before they were able to find a place to use them. 
 The third pitfall of the Advantage program reflects a 
fundamental Catch-22 of subsidized housing in New York 
City: It’s a lot easier and faster to get if you’re already home-
less. Coming from a transitional housing program like In-
wood House—or, for that matter, from an ACS-sponsored 
foster home—it can take a young mother six months to a 
year to get an Advantage voucher, assuming she has the or-
ganizational capacity and fortitude to show up for a series of 
appointments, armed with dockets of required paperwork 
and the ability to show that she’s maintaining an income.
 Coming from a shelter, the process takes weeks, not 
months—a disparity that creates a very real incentive for 
young mothers to leave foster homes or other, more stable 
housing programs to try their luck through the shelter system. 
 Once they’re in shelter, they’re guaranteed a roof over 
their heads, but they’re also guaranteed yet another epi-
sode of transience—for themselves and for their children. 
“We look for any other option” for young mothers leaving 
Inwood House, says Roxanne Mendoza, “even if it means 

finding a long-lost relative who’s out of state.” 
 And yet, she says, since the Section 8 freeze, about 40 
percent of young moms who’ve left the transitional program 
have gone directly into homeless shelters. For now, it’s the 
best option Mendoza sees for Jill and Sarah, since it means 
at least they won’t be at the mercy of whoever’s willing to 
put them up for the night. But for Jill, the promise of tem-
porary shelter isn’t enough incentive to subject herself to the 
authority of yet another public institution. “I heard it was 
disgusting,” she says. “Roach infested, rat infested.” 
 Without a better option, her plan is to move in, for 
at least a while, with Sarah’s father, his girlfriend and their 
kids. “At least that’s some kind of independence,” she says.

The effort to provide services to adolescents in the child 
welfare system is, in many ways, a project of bringing order 
to chaos. In a system that’s predicated on disruption, oc-
cupied by children whose lives have been defined by tran-
sience, how do foster care providers give young people the 
stability and ongoing guidance they need to build skills, 
make long-term plans, and then stick with them in the face 
of frustration and disappointment? 

Why Young Moms Leave Foster Care
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 Since the late 1990s, much of the federal funding for 
teen services has been tied to the provision of instruction 
in Independent Living Skills. Foster youth receive a stipend 
for attending group classes on topics such as résumé writing 
and money management  
 Although the federal funding for Independent Living 
Skills continues, the model has been largely discredited. 
A study at the University of Oklahoma found no correla-
tion between instruction in Independent Living Skills and 
improved life outcomes. In two others studies, research-
ers at the University of Chicago and the Pew Charitable 
Trusts tracked the fates of large numbers of aged-out foster 
youth—with results that were overwhelmingly dismal. 
 Through the early 2000s, those researchers collaborated 
with some of the country’s biggest philanthropic organiza-

tions, including the Annie E. Casey Foundation, to push 
child welfare agencies toward what they defined as new best 
practices for working with adolescents: First, get teens out 
of congregate care facilities and into home settings, where 
they have a better chance at connection and stability. When 
that’s not possible, encourage young people to build long-
term relationships with stable adults. And most important-
ly, involve foster youth in intensive, individualized planning 
for self-sufficient futures.
 In 2006, ACS adopted those standards of care as the basis 
of its plan to overhaul services for teens in the city’s foster agen-
cies. Under its new strategy called “Preparing Youth for Adult-
hood,” the department intended to redirect $19 million, as well 
as a cadre of staff, to help agencies engage in one-on-one life 
planning with adolescents in their care, starting as early as a  

ChIldREN ANd 
yOuNg AdulTS IN 
FOSTER CARE
While the number of children 
in New York City foster care 
has fallen, the percentage 
that are aged 18 and older 
has grown.

halimah (left) wants to live 
with her son outside the foster 
care system. Chantilly (right) 
and her daughter became 
homeless after voluntarily 
leaving foster care.
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 “kids in care experience some pretty significant social 
and environmental issues,” she says. “dOe doesn’t always do 
the best job of working on those issues, rather than looking for 
special ed to be the answer to all their problems.”
 Advocates say ACS has made a real commitment to edu-
cational services over the past several years. Through the recent 
rounds of budget cuts, the agency’s education unit has lost just 
one staff person. But specialists can serve only so many kids; 
a great many more fall through the cracks. regular foster care 
caseworkers usually don’t have the expertise about education is-
sues and systems to help with complex problems. “Turnover is 
consistently an issue,” adds Cooper. “Once I get a caseworker to 
understand the spectrum of special education, they’re gone.”
 And of course, kids in foster care are often missing an-
other crucial element of educational attainment. In a roundup 
of studies, Casey Family Services reports that parental expecta-
tion is the single most important correlate of a young person’s 
success in school, affecting everything from attendance and 
attitudes to graduation rates and college enrollment. 
 Without a consistent and invested caregiver to set stan-
dards, meet with teachers and check on a student’s progress, 
it can become easy for young people to become subject to a 
culture of low expectations, as described by Benita Miller, ex-
ecutive director of the Brooklyn Young Mothers Collective. This 
is especially true for girls who have babies, Miller says. 
 “They get automatically put on a ged track,” says Miller. 
“We don’t value for these young women what we value for 
our own children.” Instead, the system shifts its focus so com-
pletely onto a young woman’s parenting experience and dif-
ficulties that it loses sight of everything else. “The things they 
need most, like a solid education or good vocational skills, we 
miss because we’re so focused on [questions like], ‘did they take 
a parenting class?’” Miller says. 
 What does that mean for the future? “Now you’re a system 

person,” says Miller. “You are permanently poor. We get to the 
point where [it’s as if] the only application you’re qualified to fill 
out is for public housing.”
 What are some solutions? Other than hands-on, case-by-
case educational advocacy and youth programs, researchers 
point to a few promising possibilities:
•	  1) Staying in foster care after age 18: Chapin hall’s Midwest 

Study found that young adults who stayed in care at age 
19 were more than twice as likely as those who left care to 
be in school or take part in a training program. And those in 
the study who were from Illinois—where young people could 
stay in care till age 21—were four times as likely to attend 
college as those from Iowa and Wisconsin. In those latter 
states, foster care ended for most kids at age 18.

•	 2) Maintaining stable relationships: A study conducted 
with 216 emancipated foster youth attending a four-year 
university found that success was associated with strong 
social support: nearly 87 percent had either a friend 
or family member to ask for help or advice if needed, 
80 percent had contact with their birth family, and 60 
percent still maintained relationships with their foster or 
kin-care parents. 

  A qualitative study of 38 young people who obtained 
at least a bachelor’s degree after leaving foster care found 
that most of them had a close relationship with a mentor 
or a role model. 

•	  3) Providing college prep: A 2008 five-state study of 
foster care youth and alumni showed that the more 
college preparation services they received, the greater 
the likelihood they had of attending post-secondary 
programs. With no college preparation services, 8 percent 
achieved a postsecondary outcome. For participants with 
about two years of college prep, 63 percent made it into 
higher education. —Abigail kramer

foster youth’s 14th birthday. Ideally, then, young people would 
be armed with concrete plans for education, employment and 
stable housing well before they turned 18. As long as they 
stayed in the system through age 21, they’d have an opportu-
nity to do a trial discharge, testing out their plans before losing 
the security of state-guaranteed support. 
 The reality has been much more complicated. Before 
long ACS was hit by budget cuts and laid off much of the 
staff of its Office of Youth Development—precisely the peo-
ple who had been designated to support foster agencies in 
their work with adolescents. ACS says that the services for 
teens have not been scaled back but redistributed across the 
department. But advocates argue that without a central of-
fice dedicated to provide these services, foster agencies have 
a more difficult time planning effectively for the youth in 
their care, particularly because of frequent staff changes at 

foster agencies. “There’s a high rate of turnover, so knowl-
edge about getting applications completed in a timely and 
complete manner isn’t retained,” says Theresa Moser, an at-
torney with the Juvenile Rights Project at the Legal Aid So-
ciety. “ACS can do a lot on a system level, but so much boils 
down to individual case workers.” 
 Built-in disruptions are even more frequent for young 
women who have babies. When a girl gets pregnant, if she’s 
already living with a foster family, the default option is 
supposed to be for her to stay there. In reality, however, 
many foster parents are reluctant or ill-equipped to provide 
a home for two generations of children, and very few of the 
city’s foster agencies provide special training to encourage or 
support them to do so. The result is that young women are 
often transferred to a maternity residence—essentially, a pit 
stop for pregnant girls. Maternity residences aren’t licensed 

continued on page17
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to house babies, so new mothers must move to yet another 
placement after giving birth, either with a new foster fam-
ily or in a mother-baby group home. “They’re already go-
ing through this incredible transition of becoming parents,” 
says Moser. “Then everything else changes: who they live 
with, where they live, who they’re working with. It’s very 
traumatic.” 
 If a young woman’s agency hasn’t successfully made a 
plan for where she’ll live after giving birth, new mothers 
can be separated from their babies as soon as they come out 
of the hospital, “sometimes for days; sometimes for weeks,” 
says Moser. 
 With each transition, the logistical and emotional 
challenges of preparing for the future become more acute. 
Repeated moves interrupt what may already be a struggle 
to stay in school and threaten whatever community con-
nections a young mother may have—just when she’s likely 
to need them most. Without a long-term address, and the 
sense of stability that goes with it, it’s profoundly difficult 
to make plans and build sustainable relationships, much less 
apply for jobs or hunt for child care. For young people with-
out a safety net, failure to make and execute plans can spiral 
into disaster, adding to the cumulative disruption that has 
likely characterized a young mother’s life, and which threat-
ens to tumble down through the next generation.

At the respective ages of 18 and 19, Halimah and Cherry are 
split by the particular ambivalence that defines adolescence: 
They want to be adults, with the control over circumstances 
that adulthood entails. And they want to be children, with 
someone to turn to when things go wrong. Because they’re 
in foster care, the decision they face is both literal and final. 
They can stay in the system until their 21st birthdays and 
be provided with shelter, basic necessities and—in theory 
at least—help with securing long-term housing before they 
leave. Or they can sign a piece of paper, walk out the door and 
be independent … and alone.
 In 10 years of foster care, Cherry, a chronic runaway, 
has lived in (and run away from) more than 40 placements, 
including three mother-baby group homes since her son, 
Eric, was born a year ago. Halimah’s parents left her at a 
youth homeless shelter when she was pregnant with her 
now-2-year-old boy. A few months ago, both young women 
ended up in a GED and career preparation program at The 
Door, a multiservice center for low-income youth, where 
they became best friends.
 Of the many things they agree upon, one of the most 
urgent is that they want out of the system—right now. 
They’re tired of case workers and planning meetings, they’re 
tired of group-home rules and punishments, and they’re 
tired of living under the care of people who, as Cherry puts 
it, “see you as a paycheck.”

 They’re equally clear on where they imagine themselves 
10 years into the future: Cherry wants to be starring in mov-
ies or walking down runways; Halimah wants to be a pedia-
trician. It’s what comes in between that’s a little fuzzy.
 Even with the best advanced planning, for most young 
mothers aging out of the system, survival depends on the 
ability to navigate a labyrinth of public systems and manage 
countless slippery details and moving parts. To get assisted 
housing, they need to maintain an income. Public assistance 
may hold them over for a while, but it won’t be long before 
they need a job—which means they have to get child care. 
They’re eligible for childcare vouchers from the city, but 
spots are hard to find and far from ideal. 
 Add those challenges to the daily grind of low-income 
single parenting: stretching a budget to cover food, diapers 
and baby clothes that get grown out of as soon as they’re 
bought; sleepless nights, sick kids, laundry, dishes, shop-
ping, cooking, and on and on. 
 “I’m a single mother living in New York as an adult, 
and I get totally overwhelmed,” says Oma Holloway, the 
director of career services at The Door. “I just can’t imagine 
how alone you feel when you’re 16, 17, 18 and you have 
nobody.” 
 Like many providers who work with foster youth on 
the cusp of aging out, Holloway often finds herself trying 
to convince young moms to stay in the system just a little 
longer—to get just a bit more stability before they leave the 
safety of state care. It’s an argument that can be hard to sell 
to young women who’ve spent their lives worrying about 
how to survive the next day, not the next year or decade. 
“They have grandiose dreams of what their apartments and 
jobs will look like when they’re on their own,” she says. 
“They’re at a stage of development where it’s a real challenge 
to convince them, a year or two years before the time comes, 
that you have to map this stuff out now: child care, a job, a 
housing plan.”
 For Cherry and Halimah, the decision to stay or go is 
fraught with anxiety—made more intense by the fact that 
they both know, intimately, what happens when a mother 
can’t provide a safe and stable home for her child. “I heard 
too many stories,” says Halimah, “where girls lost their 
apartment and then they lost their kids.”
 And that, of course, is the monster under the bed, for 
young mothers in foster care and for the providers who work 
with them: With each layer of instability, each life plan that 
falls apart, the odds increase that another generation will 
cycle through the system.
 “Some young women do make it,” says Holloway. 
“They’re really driven, and they’re able to do what they need 
to do, get help with their kids, go to college. Those that have 
strong people working with them and those that have the 
natural ability to rise above—those are the ones that make 
it. Does everybody have that?” e
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